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KQ introduces new Economy Class seat product for its long haul routes 

 

- Airline introduces new Economy Class seat product enhancing the travel experience for its 

economy class passengers. 

Nairobi - October 17, 2019: Kenya Airways (KQ) has introduced a seat product- Economy Comfort, 

which is set to enhance customer comfort and experience. 

Economy Comfort features increased seat pitch of 8cm more than the average Economy Class 

seats. The Economy Comfort seats are located in the first three rows of Economy Class hence 

availing 27 seats per aircraft. Additionally, passengers travelling in these seats will enjoy more 

benefits such as a dedicated overhead cabin for their carry-on luggage, quicker exit as they are 

at the front of the cabin thus they save time, and travel extras which include a complementary 

amenity kit and special pillows. 

KQ has been implementing different strategies to boost its revenues and retain a competitive 

edge in the market all geared towards a turnaround of the business.  

The product offering will support the airline’s network expansion initiatives. KQ now has more long-

haul routes on its network such as New York, Rome and Geneva in addition to Amsterdam, 

London, Paris, Bangkok and Guangzhou.  

“Due to the high demand for Extra Legroom Seats in Economy Class since the introduction of 

Preferred Seat Selection in Economy last year, we have decided to enhance the service even 

further. Our new Economy Comfort with increased seat pitch will ensure our guests have an 

additional option on how to travel. The B787 Dreamliner aircrafts have therefore been modified 

accordingly to what we are calling Economy Comfort,” KQ Chief Commercial Officer Ursula Silling 

said during the announcement. 

Ancillary services are becoming a bigger part of KQ’s revenue streams.  

“Last year, we made a key step in growing our Ancillary footprint by introducing the enhanced 

number of extra seat propositions and significantly growing our distribution scope to all relevant 

direct booking channels. Going forward we see this income stream making a larger contribution 

to the overall operations,” Ursula added. 

The upgrade of the 27 Economy Class seats to Economy Comfort makes it first of its kind to be 

experienced among the African carriers.  
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About Kenya Airways 

Kenya Airways, a member of the Sky Team Alliance, is a leading African airline flying to 55 destinations 

worldwide, 43 of which are in Africa and carries over four million passengers annually.  It continues to 

modernize its fleet with its 33 aircraft being some of the youngest in Africa. This includes its flagship B787 

Dreamliner aircraft. The on-board service is renowned and the lie-flat business class seat on the wide-body 

aircraft is consistently voted among the world’s top 10.  Kenya Airways takes pride for being in the forefront 



 
of connecting Africa to the World and the World to Africa through its hub at the new ultra-modern Terminal 

1A at the Jomo Kenyatta International Airport in Nairobi. Kenya Airways celebrated 42 years of operations in 

January 2018 and was named Africa Leading Airline 2018 by the World Travel Awards. For more information, 

please visit www.kenya-airways.com 
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